Application of feeding guiders to improve the powder distribution in the two scales of roller compactors.
Roller compaction is a continuous dry granulation process, where the powder is compressed between two counter-rotating rollers and compacted into ribbons. The quality and homogeneity of the granulate is determined by the uniformity and porosity of the ribbon, which depends on the feeding process of the primary powder to the rollers, the flow properties of the primary powder and process parameters such as roller forces. Previous work was conducted to improve the powder flow and distribution in the feeding zone by developing new feeding guiders, which are located in the feeding zone close to the rollers on the lab-scale roller compactor Alexanderwerk WP120 Pharma (Yu et al., 2018). These new feeding guiders were used to reduce the amount of powder that is delivered to the centre of the rollers and increase the amount of powder that is delivered to the sides of the rollers, in comparison to the original feeding guiders. This modified concept using new feeding guiders has been applied to the large-scale roller compactor Alexanderwerk WP200 Pharma in the present work. In order to evaluate the homogeneity of the ribbon properties across the ribbon width, the temperature profile and porosity distribution across the ribbon width were measured. The new feeding guiders resulted in ribbons being produced with a more uniform temperature profile and porosity distribution across the ribbon width when using the small and large scale roller compactors at different process parameters.